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Text S1: Controversy measure
To quantify the controversiality of an article based on its editorial history, we focus on “reverts”, i.e.
when an editor undoes another editor’s edit completely. To detect reverts, we first assign a MD5 hash
code [1] to each revision of the article and then by comparing the hash codes, detect when two versions in
the history line are exactly the same. In this case, the latest edit (leading to the second identical revision)
is marked as a revert, and a pair of editors, namely a reverting and a reverted one, are recognized. A
“mutual revert” is recognized if a pair of editors (x, y) is observed once with x and once with y as the
reverter. The weight of an editor x is defined as the number of edits N performed by her, and the
weight of a mutually reverting pair is defined as the minimum of the weights of the two editors. The
controversiality M of an article is defined by summing the weights of all mutually reverting editor pairs,
excluding the topmost pair, and multiplying this number by the total number of editors E involved in
the article. In formula,

M =E

X

min(N d , N r ),

(1)

all mutual reverts

where N r/d is the number of edits on the article committed by reverting/reverted editor. The sum is
taken over mutual reverts rather than single reverts because reverting is very much part of the normal
workflow, especially for defending articles from vandalism. The minimum of the two weights is used
because conflicts between two senior editors contributing more to controversiality than conflicts between
a junior and a senior editor, or between two junior editors. For more details on how the above formula
defining M was selected and validated see [2] and especially Text S1 in its Supporting Information.
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